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Mast 

Boom 

Have there been any changes to the sail, particularly along 

Correct 
Answer 

the luff and panel seams that are not repairs? NO 

Is the construction of the sail the same as the standard? 
(This can be checked by ranc;k)m comparison with other sails.) YES 

Is  the upper and/or lower mast bent? NO 

Is there any reinforcing_ inside the top mast? NO 
(This can be checked by first tapping the tube with a metallic 

object in the area of the collar and comparing the "metallic 
ring" with other random samples. A further check can be made 
by comparing the weight with other marks and if still not 
satisfied the bottom plug will be removed for inspection.) 

Is there fairing above the collar on the upper mast? 

Are the fittings standard? 

Are there any extra fittings? 

Is the topsection watertight? 

Have any of the fittings been moved? 
(Normally visible by original holes showing. Fittings 

be moved for a repair and particularly the fittings on 
mast may be reversed, end for ended, provided they fit 
the measurements in the measurement diagram.) 

Has the drain hole in the bottom section been plugged? 

Does the mast look the same as the standard? 

may 
the 
within 

Are the fittings standard and correctly located, in 
particular, the boomvang fitting and the rear saddle for 
the boom block? (Note, boom blocks may be bolted through. ) 

If a boom sleeve is fitted, is it a regulation sleeve and 
is it correctly fitted? 

NO 

YES 

NO 

YES 

NO 

NO 

YES 

YES 

YES 

Rudder and Centreboard 

* Is the rudder blade and centreboard made of wood, GRP or
foam?

cbc'E, 'V�� .. � 
t=="o'-L-c:!:? <:-< .. :mvC.. 

Does the rudder angle compare favourably with standard?

Does the section compare favourably with the standard?

Are there stops attached to the centreboard?

Is a retaining line attached to the centreboard?

Are there any non-standard fittings on the rudder blade, head
or centreboard?

Does the rudder have a snail clip or similar restraining
device and does the rudder have a downhaul line?

WEIGHT: Minimum weight 130lbs, selective boats will be weighed. 

YES 

YES 

YES 

YES 

YES 

NO 

YES 







1987 N.S. W. .MASTERS AND w:H'NS amMPION.5HIPS 

The 1987 N.S.W. Masters and W'.Jmens Championships were held over 
the weekend of 29th and 30th November. The generally heavy cond
itions took their toll, but the Woolhara Sailing Club, as usual, 
provided excellent organisation, amenities and hospitality. 

Briefly, in the Masters .... 

The Apprentice Di vision was 'WOn easily by Warwick Phillips, who 
after a close-fought battle around the entire course in the last 
race, discovered that he had a PMS. Since he had already 'WOn the 
first three races the final result was unaffected. Brad Johnston 
and John Sprague (Gosford) were second and third overall, separated 
by only a quarter of a point. 

The Masters saw an unbreakable tie with John Rigg and Michael Heath 
(of Melbourne, who must be the 'WOrlds most travelled laser competitor) 
with two wins and two seconds each. Greg Marshall and Tony Denham 
occupied the next two places. 

In the Grand Masters, Graham Gilbert with a second and two wins 
was able to survive a PMS in the last race to take home his first 
cube after twelve years ( ! ) of laser sailing. Bob White and Alan 
Clark were second and third. 

Winds up to 30 knots on Saturday afternoon, following 25 knots 
in the morning, favored the heavyweights and fitness freaks. Sunday 
was a little lighter with winds 10 - 20 knots but with 30 degree 
shifts in the afternoon. Further aggro was provided by the usual 
hazards of passing freioghters, ferries and other waterborne activ
ities. Warwick Phillips celebrated the absence of Phil Pegler 
by confronting a Manly ferry. The ferry won, but Warwick collected 
his fourteenth cube any-way. 

Perhaps the star perfonrance was 
Sibley, who narrowly 'WOn 

the 

that gusted to 30 knots. Graham 
regatta. 

by local W. S . C. veteran, Graham 
first Grand Masters race in winds 
is the oldest competitor in the 

This series also saw the the return of former laser heavies, Brad 
Johnston and Ian Gibson (who was national Champ. in 1977). Both 
demonstrated that laser skills, once acquired, are not forgotten. 
Richard Coxon, another new face, but familiar name in laser compet
ition ( remember Lyndall?) , took a · flier in the third race, went 
around the far side of Clark Island and led the fleet at the first 
mark. 

On the equiµnent side, breakages were surprisingly infrequent, 
not so, bodies. Alan Clark had bailer problems, Ron Young broke 
his toe strap, and John Sprague had the indignity of having his 
entire rig fall out. This the result of his Cunningham being too 
slack - be warned. Ian Gibson, after breaking his tiller was seen 
returning to shore steering with his big toe, some toe!. 

On the social side, the Gosford team were seen disappearing in 
the direction of Kings X after the second race. What reserves 
of energy! Graham Gilbert's red trousers attracted favourable 
comnent, as did Brad Johnston's biceps (mainly from himself). 

Congratulations to Jacquie Ellis who 'WOn the Womens series (raced 
?eperately ten minutes after each Masters race). Margaret Hibbert 
was second with Candy Braithewaite from Gosford, third. 




























